
City Centre Strategy consultation event organised by city centre councillors 

Councillors Kevin Peel, Joan Davies and Beth Knowles hosted a consultation workshop at Central 

Library on 25th November which was attended by 40 city centre residents. 

Overall the strategy was welcomed, as was the opportunity to be consulted.  Residents expressed 

great interest in debating the neighbourhood and thematic priorities outlined in the strategy and 

notes were taken from each group, with a promise to disseminate these to all attendees. 

Two points were made strongly at the outset and throughout each of the groups -  

1) That the strategy appeared to focus on young people as the residential core of the city.  

There was a clear view that while young people would continue to make up a large 

proportion of the residential population, the older age group would remain important in 

developing the residential community of the city. There was a request that the strategy 

should recognise this and incorporate this understanding more openly.  As it stood, the 

strategy seemed to focus almost entirely on the under thirties. 

2) At the other end of the spectrum - there is very little mention of families and no mention of 

schools. Residents raised the issue of more family-friendly facilities and amenities, family-

size apartments, public realm and green space and the need for additional school places in 

virtually every group. There was a strong feeling from a large majority that the strategy 

needs to better reflect this. 

The notes below are verbatim from each of the neighbourhood and thematic breakout groups we 

facilitated at the workshop. Some were widely held views, some were only expressed by one or two 

individuals. 

Councillors will use these notes as the basis for our own response to the city council’s consultation 

on the strategy, which will end on 12th January. We invite and encourage all residents to submit 

individual responses and you may wish to use the notes below to extract some remarks you agree 

with. You can find a link to the consultation on our website: citycentrevoice.co.uk/new_ccstrategy 

--- 

Neighbourhoods - Comments on priorities and additional priorities residents think should 

be included in the strategy 

 

Great Jackson Street 

 Provide schooling 

 Provide appropriately for family living 

 Future-proof developments e.g. in terms of technology 

 Adjacent to Castlefield and a huge site, large enough to add other priorities  

 Only one mention of family and no mention of a school 

 Does it become self-fulfilling prophecy? 

 Mention of 29 year olds but no mention of diversity, yet a prime area for older people 

 Difficulties in city - lack of storage space in apartments 

 Build in storage as in Us + Recycling and bike store 

 Connect to free city centre bus routes 



Northern Quarter 

 Regular Markets  

 A good idea, need to be in keeping with the area’s ethos, regular and advertised  

 52 weeks per year 

 Advertising on banners; don’t rely on internet 

 Need to make Stevenson Sq more accommodating for regular markets, remodel? 

 Perhaps Oak St more suitable, cobbled and more easily closed off 

 Makers’ market a good idea 

 Local independent 

 Accessible to all users 

 Demographics 

 Some concern that encouraging other groups, e.g. via family friendly policies, might alter 

the ethos and unique nature of NQ [ not agreed by the majority ] 

 To achieve diversity MCC should encourage more artisan shops by offering cheap rents 

for creative endeavours.  Currently private landlords are raising rents and squeezing out 

artisans in favour of more bars 

 Mackie Mayor - fine 

 Cocozza Wood - fine 

 Remodelling of Stevenson Sq - great, needs to be made into a pedestrianised square suitable for 

marked but not like Spinningfields 

 Ancoats link - fine 

 Needs to be consideration as to how people using wheelchairs or pushing prams move around 

the NQ; pavements are problematic and so is parking and street furniture 

 

Southern Gateway / First Street 

 Free city centre bus missing stops at First Street 

 Transport links poor 

 No taxi rank for thousands of people now working in or visiting First St 

 More consideration to Network Rail 

 Build on examples like IABF to enhance creative hub 

 Protect green spaces as part of next phase of First St development 

 More micro-green spaces, more planters, boxes 

 Crime locally is perceived as low 

 Pity to lose red brick frontage opposite Deansgate locks 

 Concern that BBC site developments not in keeping with the needs of residents 

 Play space ideas such as public trampolines in Copenhagen  

 Need to cater for families; development to include a school for the south of the city centre 

 More niche businesses, privately owned bakers etc. encouraged into this area of the city 

 Secondary school which would serve city centre and beyond - possibly on former UMIST site - 

possibly science specialism 

 

 

 



Spinningfields 

 Maintain New Bailey, Salford links 

 Contractors works need to be sensitive to residents outside working hours 

 

Aytoun St / Gay Village 

 Too many tall buildings 

 Too many students, giving a transient population 

 Apartments too small 

 Schools 

 Facilities for children 

 Age-friendly desirable 

 Too many hotels: disperse them [ NB some dispute on this  ] 

 Lack of imagination 

 Pride worth £20 million 

 Make better use of canals and rivers 

 Needs to be cleaner for children 

 Pavements too narrow 

 Sackville Gardens - Friends of Garden work hard 

 Need to improve environment 

 Need to encourage owner occupation 

 Remind all that this is ‘home’ for those who live here 

 Encourage business owners to keep environment cleaner 

 Pop-up police hub has made a difference - keep it 

 Priorities: clean; safe; encourage families; school needed to avoid family flight; retired 

professionals 

 Secondary school which would serve city centre and beyond - possibly on former UMIST site - 

possibly science specialism 

 

Castlefield / Spinningfields / St John’s 

 Residential accommodation with office building 

 Spinningfields - ????? issues 

 City council policy forced to partner with 3rd parties to run areas. Same for St John’s.  They don’t 

do it well as not used to managing mixed use developments.  Don’t manage relationship with 

residents.  Significant for St John’s which is on 7-acre site.  Maintenance work not at the 

weekend. 

 New Bailey - not mentioned / relationship with Salford. Currently has diesel motor 24/7 for ice 

rink. 

 Castlefield - Summer in the City event - experience as residents gets better every year.  

Established a relationship with the right people on the council. 

 Brave enough to say to developers we want something back 

 Need tennis courts, leisure space. 

 Council doesn’t get offered donations of land 

 Family flats, playgrounds and schools 



 Plot G - need support from council which can find funding for St John’s but not for a patch of 

green land 

 Forums can work - people power - e.g. Pioneer Quay: owned by TfGM. Community have green 

meanwhile use until development.  Rewarded by Britain in Bloom as Outstanding  

 

Thematic issues across neighbourhoods which residents wanted to comment on 

 

Housing 

 PRS schemes - rents are too high  

 Are tall buildings inevitable? 

 Need tall buildings be so close? 

 

Environmental Infrastructure  

 Reinstating the Peace Garden - suggested site between Cathedral and Chets 

 Develop canals, café culture - a great selling point to bring people in e.g. Birmingham 

 Canals need cleaning and renovation to visitor attraction level 

 Canals and rivers can also provide green solutions to cooling and heating buildings 

 Ref Kingston Heights project in London 

 Litter !! 

 Admire the cycling aspiration but there is a long way to go before it is sufficiently joined up 

 

Transport 

 One North link with Northern Powerhouse - need more information 

 Priority to pedestrians, but not to the extinction of local cars 

 Residents’ permits - new scheme needed 

 Single yellow lines should allow parking from 6pm so residents can park on their return from 

work 

 Need sufficient parking spaces for all residents; shouldn’t be forced to not have a car if you want 

one 

 Sharing cars, think of other solutions 

 Trams queue at lights; don’t in Vienna 

 Drivers don’t wait for people rushing for trams 

 Families???? 

 Cycle storage in apartments 

 

 

 

 



Other issues 

 Security is a big issue; needs to feel better; starting to feel less secure 

 Practical suggestions 

 Better street lighting 

 More PCSOs - funded by council as a substitute for lack of police presence 

 Some businesses e.g. hotels should pay more for the security of the local area 

 Fine take-aways for rubbish 

 There has been greening of some areas of NQ and Canal St - needs to spread 

elsewhere 

 

 Castlefield Forum gets things done in its area. A similar forum should exist in other areas, but not 

council driven and funded 

 The public should be more involved in decision making e.g. on Library Walk, Piccadilly Gardens 

and the choice of architect for the Factory 

 


